Kettenbach introduces Futar Cut and Trim bite registration material

By Ketttenbach Staff

With opinions and suggestions of clinicians in mind, Ketttenbach has developed a new Futar® bite registration material: Futar Cut and Trim, which replaces Futar Scan with a number of improvements.

Futar Cut and Trim is “scannable” and has a working time of 15 seconds, with an intraoral setting time of 45 seconds — for a total setting time of one minute. Non-slumping, this Futar brand will not flow off the occlusal surface, according to the company.

The material’s new blue shade will be helpful to clinicians by improving readability. The final hardness of the product is D-35, which means it sets rigid to eliminate risk of vertical distortion when articulated. Finally, according to Ketttenbach, it trims cleanly with a sharp blade, which can often be an issue with many other brands.

The Futar family — Futar, Futar Fast, Futar D, Futar D Fast, Futar D Slow and Futar Cut and Trim — is sold by Ketttenbach.

Futar is sold direct to practices, with promotional pricing that Ketttenbach asserts compares well to all other nationally known bite registration materials.

The company’s six choices of Futar bite registration materials enable clinicians to choose the appropriate material to fit their particular needs. Whether a practitioner is looking for high final hardness, comfortable working times or a “scannable” material, the Futar line has it all, Ketttenbach asserts.

Futar Cut and Trim will be available direct in the U.S. starting the end of 2017. To purchase, call your Ketttenbach representative or call the company at (877) 532-2123.

About Ketttenbach
Kettenbach LP is located in Huntington Beach, Calif., and is the exclusive U.S. distributor for Ketttenbach GmbH & Co. KG, based in Eschenburg, Germany. Founded by August Ketttenbach in 1944, Ketttenbach GmbH was created to develop and market medical and dental products. Learn more at www.kettenbach.com.

Keep everybody happy and increase practice revenue!

Doctor: Improved productivity, increased revenue.
Staff: Easier, more effective patient communication.
Patient: Better understanding, greater trust.

60-Day Risk-Free Trial

Self-contained — not dependent on computers!
Includes informed consent and post-op videos.
Optional patient education videos.
Easy image transfer by name to ANY practice software or single computer.

The portable DrQuickLook PDA Tablet works right out of the box to let your patients see what you see. With its intuitive touch-screen operation, DrQuickLook PDA is so easy to use, you and your entire staff will be up and running in no time.